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Abstract: Resource-based view is applied in order to consider mechanisms and features of achievement of
interaction success based on compatibility of indifference zones of parties, in the frames of which they believe
that exchange is fair. A possibility is substantiated to improve competitiveness of actors due to creation of
resource asymmetries of interaction, usage of not only fixed resources but also of excessive resources of
proposal support, which make it possible to achieve compatibility even at resource asymmetry of parties. It has
been proved that, contrary to management based on power and pressure, modern technologies of influence
management are based on application of technologies of compatibility interaction, which constitute a basis of
cooperation. Main technologies of compatibility of indifference zones has been considered: agreement and
adapter. Great attention has been paid to peculiarities of usage of adapter technologies, which can be applied
at significant resource divergence of parties, reasons and peculiarities of application of their various types:
adapter, anti-adapter and synchro-adapter, their advantages and drawbacks.
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INTRODUCTION implementation of technology of pressure, which is

According to G. Zimmel, society consists of unequal Assor and H. Kaplan proved in their works that appearing
elements [1] and comfort interaction assumes resource feeling of injury as a response to pressure is related with
asymmetry   of    patterns,   which     provides    perception amotivation, which leads to low performance [2].
of  correspondence  between  demand   and  supply. Herewith, according to E. A. Locke and G. P. Latham [3],
Then, interaction is successful, if indifference zones of at high parameters of internal enforcement dysregulation
parties, in the frames of which they believe that exchange of behavior occurs. All this makes it possible to state that
is fair, coincide. pressure is not an efficient method of action on partner

Asymmetry of interaction is related with non- and, hence, interactions on its basis are low efficient.
coincidence of indifference zones of parties and, hence, Management technologies, related with influence, are
with subjective unfairness of proposed exchange as one oriented on smoother action, agreement between
of the parties suppose. Then, the non-coincidence of positions of the parties, which makes it possible to
indifference zones is a conflicting situation, a consider indirect forms of management, accommodation
consequence of which is either reconsideration of mental of interests, mutual control of situation and, hence,
sets of one of the parties and resulting offset of cooperation. Then, the cooperation is interconnected by
respective indifference zone, or refusal of partners to interactions, based on adjustment of indifference zones of
accept the proposed exchange as unfair. Herewith, the parties. 
adjustment of indifference zones is a mean to avoid Within consideration of competitiveness as
conflicts, a tool to manage interaction. correspondence between supply and demand of target

In power-based management the controller party group, it is possible to state that the indifference zones
presents the choice to the controllee party: either to are determined by partner's subjective perception of force
participate in exchange, or to refuse it, which in fact is of  the  actor,  his  competitiveness. Herewith, following P.

conflicting in its essence. It should be noted that A.
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Shtompka, the attention should be concentrated on the However, if the partner is ready to response to certain
fact that such perception reflects history of contacts with
actor, direct and indirect and, hence, is accumulated from
one interaction to another [4]. In addition, perception of
actor in direct contact can reflect both his actual
competitiveness and competitiveness of image projected
by him, which makes it possible to speak about existence
of technologies, offset of indifference zone, related with
changes of such perception. Then, an increase in
threshold of indifference zone, that is, expansion of the
zone, is a signal of positive change of actor
competitiveness from the point of view of partner and vice
versa. It is reasonable to state that intelligent management
of indifference zones of partner in terms of interaction is
not related only with success in a single contact, but with
actor's management of his competitiveness and, hence,
indirectly influences on numerous aspects of his
operation.

All related aspects make it possible to state that the
problem of technologies of adjustment of indifference
zones of parties in interaction is highly important.

Compatibility of Interaction: Resources used within
interaction can be classified as fixed (constant) resources,
involved in development of proposal by transformation of
internal competences and irretrievable (excessive)
resources — resources of proposal support, marketing
resources, arbitrarily consumed within each interaction
[5]. Fixed resources represent embodiment of actual
proposal and the aim of irretrievable or excessive
resources is to change impression of a partner about
proposal of an actor.

Considering interaction compatibility as
correspondence between demand and supply of resource
flow of the parties, it is possible to state that interaction
success is achieved in the point of compatibility, at
mutual equality of supply and demand, mutual
competitiveness of the parties.

Therefore, there exists the point of complete
compatibility, existence of symmetry equilibrium,
appearing within coincidence of proposal of fixed
resources by the actor and demand thereof from the
partner, that is, really existing equality of forces. In this
case the proposed by the partner resource cost
corresponds to expectations by the actor, that is, really
falls into his corridor of indifference zones. And vice
versa, proposal by the actor really corresponds to
expectations of the partner. According to M. L. Katz and
K. Shapiro, the level of interaction success in the point of
complete compatibility is maximum [6].

proposal by the actor and certain excessive force exists in
his possession, then it is possible to speak about
existence of cumulative force flow of action, the basis of
which corresponds to the proposal required by the
partner and additional force constitutes non-demanded
resources of the proposal. Hence, any excess of the
proposal force over the demand force creates asymmetry
in interaction, which, leaving impression of unequal
exchange and wasting of a part of resources for one of the
parties, decreases its positive impression of the contact.
The strong party, being interested in exchange either for
the same or another reason, agrees with it, though it
should be emphasized that such situation is not the
achievement of coincidence of indifference zones of the
parties, in its essence this is not maximally successful
situation but only effective one. At the same time, the use
by the weak party certain resources of support of its
proposal could change the situation, creating an illusion
of equivalent exchange for the strong party. On the other
hand, in situations when actual proposal by the actor
does not correspond in terms of demand by the partnera,
the exchange cannot take place without creation of
proposal image, falling into indifference zone of the
partner.

Therefore, the partners are interested in achievement
of equilibrium within interaction, create asymmetries in
resources, directed at achievement of compatibility,
involving, in addition to fixed resource as embodiment of
existing proposal, excessive ones, thus creating such flow
of resources, in which the sum of fixed and irretrievable
resources corresponds to expectations by the partner.
Taking into account that the fixed resources are
permanent in the proposal scope from one situation to
another, achievement of compatibility in a certain point of
contact at specific time is possible due to application of
irretrievable resources. Moreover, following M. L. Katz
and K. Shapiro, it is possible to state that it is irretrievable
(excessive) resources that occupy major position with
regard to fixed resources [6].

Herewith, complex understanding of situation makes
it possible for the actor to form such integrated proposal
in specific point of the contact, which corresponds to
demands by the partner, thus providing competitiveness
of the developed proposal. At this, the choice of correct
course of behavior in specific points of contact is
determined by numerous factors: demand for actually
existing proposal by the actor, expressed in fixed
resources; required for achievement of successful
interaction amount of irretrievable resources; feedback
from interaction expected by the actor [7].
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Then interaction non-compatibility is characteristic resource losses of the parties, which makes it possible to
for situations, when one or both parties are not interested speak about propensity of situations of their usage to
in successful interaction and do not make efforts for its complete compatibility.
provision, that is, do not use excessive resources for If achievement of social standard assumes certain
achievement of the point of compatibility or apply them resource expenditures by both parties [5], then it is
incorrectly. It should be emphasized that situational possible to speak about mutual adjustment, which means,
profitable actions in order to achieve compatibility can be on the one hand, that both parties are interested in
directed both to weakening and strengthening of proposal interaction success and on the other hand, that actual
force. proposal of each of the parties does not correspond to its

Intelligent introduction of excessive resources, which fixed resources.
decrease or increase the proposal force, is and inherent In situations, characterized with significant
portion of interaction management. However, it should be divergence in force of the partners, social standard is
understood that achievement of compatibility on the basis introduced, as a rule, on unilateral basis and constitutes
of asymmetry of contributed resources is a sufficiently such complex proposal, which can correspond to the term
complex social technology. The involved irretrievable "adjustment to the partner", being in its essence an
resources of social origin can be of negative values and, evidence that one of the parties forms an actual proposal,
hence, within incorrect usage can result in negative which does not correspond to its fixed resources.
reaction by the partner. Such hazard, for instance, is Herewith, achievement of the point of complete
peculiar for methods related with misrepresentation of compatibility is profitable for both parties and the
information, which, according to P. Shtompka, is a catalyst interaction is resource consuming only for the party
of decrease in confidence up to breakage of contact [4]. which supports social standard. Thus, it is possible to

It should be considered that the level of interaction state after K. Shapiro and H. R. Varian that "any social
success in the point of complete compatibility, that is, real standard is profitable to a weaker party" [8].
equality of forces of the parties, which are contributed An introduced social standard requires, as a rule, to
into interaction success, is always higher than at any be strictly complied with, since according to G. Mandler
asymmetric equilibrium. Thus, M. L. Katz and K. Shapiro its maintaining guarantees positive background of
state that "at constant expenditures for achievement of interaction, minor deviations initiate increase in this
compatibility (from one interaction to another), any background and major deviations with high degree of
change, directed at achievement of complete cost, probability lead to negative perception of situation by the
increases profit  of  both  partners  in  interaction"  [6]. partner [9]. Then, exactly strict compliance is the main
That is why the parties are mainly aimed at its obstacle to its creation.
achievement.

Achievement of Complete Compatibility by Creation of achievement of compatibility with actual compliance of
Social Standard: One of the tools to achieve complete fixed of one party to demand of the other is asymmetric
compatibility   is  introduction  of  social  standards  by equilibrium, based on targeted formation of resource
the  parties,  which  are  determined  by  M.  L.  Katz and flows for interaction support.
K. .Shapiro as situations when the partner of interaction Obviously, that possessing certain technologies of
accepts specific scope of proposed excessive resources interaction and applying them to the situation, the actor
as integral whole with fixed resource. can attempt to create flow of resources, which

Social standard is developed in the course of specific corresponds to demands by the partner and aimed at
time interval in specific point of contact, which makes it provision of interaction compatibility, which makes it
possible to speak about their individuality. Such relation possible to consider a possibility of accidental
of social standard with specific partner in interaction: adjustment [7]. However, such method can be inefficient
company or its agent, makes it possible to relate it with without serious preparation and thus formed proposal can
such notion as mental scheme and to state  that  it is be non-compliant with situational demand from the
relatively permanent in time and space, that is, it can be partner.
expected by the partners to be maintained irrespectively Herewith, according to K. Shapiro and H. R. Varian,
of change in situation. Then social standard makes there exist situations, when achievement of compatibility
interaction more predictable and, hence, decreases by  accidental adjustment  with   regard   to  the partner is

Compatibility of Asymmetric Interaction: Any
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profitable for the parties and thus obtained asymmetric of resources required for mutual agreement, which in fact
equilibrium is socially optimal [8]. In this case the parties is profitable for both parties. However, is such
are able not to attempt to achieve the point of complete subdivision is impossible, or at least one party prefers
compatibility. This is characteristic for occasional accidental adjustment, then the achievement of social
situations, non-regular contacts, disinterest in partner, or standard is complicated.
on the case of anticipation that introduction of social Interaction success at asymmetric equilibrium of the
standard would force to comply with terms of interaction, parties and policy of achievement of compatibility is
which are unprofitable for one of the parties. In other mainly determined by the force of the partners, that is, by
cases the parties, as a rule, are aimed at complete the scope of their fixed resources.
compatibility and, hence, they approve creation of social The partners, possessing slight asymmetry in fixed
standards. resources, are more inclined to achievement of complete

In general case the compatibility within interaction minimal involvement of excessive resources by a weaker
can be achieved as follows: party leads to establishment of symmetry in interaction.

Agreement, determination by the partners of resource incentives, arbitrary introduction of excessive resources,
scope required for achievement of compatibility. introduced by one of equilibrium parties, can be
Creation of "adapter", when one of the parties form considered by the partner as excessive, be interpreted as
flows of resources in compliance with demands of the a signal of hazard or weakness and have negative
partner in interaction on unilateral basis, which consequences for initiator of their introduction: the
facilitates to state that achievement of the point of partner will subconsciously decrease the level of his
compatibility by means of the adapter is possible competitiveness. Herewith, other technologies will be
only in the case when one of the parties considers it applied with regard to the partner, who is believed to be
profitable or necessary for itself. weak.

With mutual interest of the parties, when they both positive impression with regard to each other, it is
are ready to adopt measures for achievement of possible to apply mutual agreement, introduction of
interaction compatibility due to contribution of certain excessive positive resources by both partners and
amount of resources, the compatibility is more often is achievement of compatibility (including complete one).
achieved by means of agreement, which assumes Herewith, the effect of intention to develop social
possibility to  divide  the  scope  of  resources,  required standard can occur [10].
for   compatible    interaction     between      the    partners. In the situation of symmetrical non-compatibility,
If achievement of interest agreement is impossible, then at when the interests of the partners are different, there are
resource asymmetries one of the parties can initiate no frequent incentives to interaction (incidental interests),
creation of adapter as targeted combination of  resources, it is not profitable for both parties at its own cost to
proposed within interaction, with demands of the partner perform actions in order to achieve compatibility.
by reasoned introduction of excessive resource. However, if incidental interests appear for one of the
Herewith, a key problem in such solution is resource parties, then achievement of compatibility is possible on
intensity, since the creation of the adapter is in fact the unilateral basis by development of adapter. Herewith, the
permission by the partner to use all benefits of interaction party, which develops adapter, undertakes all costs of
compatibility at the costs of one of the parties. resources and, in fact, occupies a weaker position, since

It should be emphasized that upon accidental its interest transforms the party into interested in
adjustment the involved scopes of resources are arbitrary implementation of the proposal, which in fact is not
and such situations are possible when one of the parties requested by the other party. It is obvious, that
contributes them in excessive amounts, that is, wasting a competitiveness of the entity, which creates the adapter,
part of the resources. This increases the probability of the is estimated by the "stronger" party as low with regard to
fact that within long-term interactions the partners will its own. Herewith, partial gain of the initiator can be both
develop and introduce social standards, which make it positive and negative. At the same time, the reasonability
possible to minimize resource costs for interaction due to of such step in terms of acquisition of net resources of
predictability of expectations, understanding of the scope support,  according  to K. Shapiro and H. R. Varian, mainly

compatibility, introduction of social standard. In this case

At the same time, it should be noted that frequent

At the same time, if both parties want to make a
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depends on the fact, to what extent the incentives to profitable for the stronger party. In this case the stronger
develop the adapter are "too weak" or "too strong" from party can create anti-adapter, intentionally brining
the point of view of the actors of social space. pressure on the weaker party or deliberately decreasing

In the case of serious resource asymmetry, inequality the force of existing resource, that is, in fact, falsifying
of the forces of the partners, achievement of compatibility information. This is a kind of achievement of
is related with creation of adapter technologies. compatibility, initiated by intention of the stronger party.

Using Adapter Technologies Within Long-Term situation and can result in gains of any party, that is, the
Contacts: In the case of significant resource asymmetry, final gain can be not in the favor of the stronger party.
when the forces of the parties are not equal, achievement Thus, application of anti-adapter based on pressure,
of compatibility by creation of the adapter, is profitable to that is, application of force actions by the stronger party,
a weaker party, which, by adaptation, conformation to inevitably leads to occurrence of residual negative
demands of a stronger party, uses mainly excessive emotional background and, hence, cannot be considered
resources, thus creating the image of proposal, whreas its as a technology, which provides achievement of complete
actual proposal still does not correspond to the demand compatibility. Pressure implies recognition of force, but
of the stronger party. Then, asymmetric equilibrium with not of competitiveness of proposal as compliance to
significant divergence in fixed resources is profitable to a existing demand. Numerous studies, in particular, by A.
weaker party, which, possessing lower actual force and Assor and H. Kaplan, prove that when pressure increases,
using mainly excessive resources, is interested in internal or external resistance occurs [2] and E.A. Locke
development of a social standard, while the stronger and G.P. Latham [3]  evidence  possibility of
party, having sufficiently high fixed resource, can even dysregulation  of  behavior.  All  this  makes  application
prevent this. of anti-adapter based on pressure to be sufficiently

Creation of the adapter and its maintenance is disputable  and  if  the  parties  tend  to long-term
reasonable for the weaker party from the point of view of contacts, then its usage is actually excluded. In addition,
development strategy, which takes place as far as in the case of application of anti-adapter based on
operative goals are achieved [3]. Such technology makes pressure society most commonly supports the weaker
it possible to accumulate fixed resources step by step, party, which makes it possible to state that its application
thus increasing actual competitiveness. can have indirect and remote consequences for the

It should be emphasized that in this case, even after stronger party [10].
introduction of the social standard, the existing Application of anti-adapter based of falsification of
equilibrium is not steady. According to L. Deckers, the information (underestimation of actual force) is related
weaker party will be forced to give increasingly more with violation of institute of confidence, which can have
"strokes" in order to retain the interest of the stronger negative consequences   for   all  subsequent  contacts.
party, increasing excessive resources [11]. Herewith, the In most cases its creation promotes appearance of
social standard in this case is dynamic and can consist of negative emotional background, which decreases
such increase in the "strokes". integrated competitiveness of the actor in the eyes of

At this, while a weaker party accumulates fixed a ax the partner, which is related with residual
resources, the positions of the parties approach to each impressions, negatively affecting on further contacts
other, however, any attempt to vary the situation, removal between the parties, which evidences undesirability to
of the adapter and transfer to mutual agreement, can apply anti-adapter in the case of orientation to long-term
cause negative reaction of the stronger party. Thus, it is contacts with the partner.
possible to state, that creation of the adapter, being At the same time, even single unsuccessful
profitable for a weaker party at the time of creation, as a application of anti-adapter can have serious negative
method to increase competitiveness, can become a consequences in net environments, to which the partners
hindering factor in the course of its development. belong. Being translated in the net, the declared

If the weaker party cannot or does not want to adopt underestimated competitiveness  determines  perception
to demands of the stronger party, then the interaction will of  the entity by third-party actors, which will has
be successful only in the case where partial incentives, negative influence on indirect contacts of the entity.
incidental interests exist, which make the interaction Thus, anti-adapter should be applied with great care.

Reasonability of creation of anti-adapter is determined by
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If the party with strong resources manages to the actor, comparable in force in perception of social
convince the partner of equality between demand and space, is not always favorable for the stronger party,
supply, the weaker party with high degree of probability however, the existence of incidental interests can initiate
initiates creation of social standard, which later can its creation. Thus, synchro-adapter is an efficient tool for
transform into unpleasant burden for the stronger party. "tying-in" of the weaker partner, who realizes that his
Since, according to G. Mandler [12], any attempt to break competitiveness is related with support from the stronger
social standard is a problem for the initiator, such partner. It should be emphasized that in time such
breakage for the stronger party can be hardly dependence can cause polarity reversal of emotional
implemented. On the one hand, creation of negative background of the weaker party and initiate his breakage
emotional background for the partner is very high, which with the stronger party.
will prevent further contacts and on the other hand, A  possible    consequence    of   creation of
initiation of information wave in the net, which will create synchro-adapter   is    the    probability    of   dipping  of
negative information background, is a priori unfavorable the  weaker  partner  into the image of the stronger one
for the initiator of the breakage. and his attempts to act according to this role

At the same time it should be emphasized that the independently  without  support  of  the  stronger party.
gain of the weaker party is of especially high value, if in In this case the breakage, initiated by the weaker party, is
the eyes of society it has prerequisites  for  creation of a consequence of inability to estimate the level of real
the  adapter.  Herewith,  the  stronger   party,  creating competitiveness, to separate it from imitated
anti-adapter, can even lose, concede its positions in the competitiveness of the image made with assistance of the
eyes of society. Thus, it is possible to state that within stronger party. Such breakage is first of all unfavorable for
creation of adapter or anti-adapter no social gain takes the weaker party. It is obvious that in this case really low
place. competitiveness of proposal by the separated weaker

The stronger party can apply technologies of party will be intensively hindered by application of
synchronization of demand and supply, directed at excessive resources, that is, by creation of super-adapters
variation of perception of force ratio by the weaker party. requiring for high amount of resources. The stronger
With this aim it is necessary to represent its unliterary party in this case can even gain in relative comparison of
introduced excessive resources as favorable for both final proposals.
parties, to create illusion (impression) of equilibrium, In the case of interest of the stronger party in
that is, to create synchro-adapter. In this case an actual development of the weaker party it is possible to apply
goal to create synchro-adapter is attempts to control the synchro-adapter in order to encourage the weaker party
weaker party, without weighing upon but using to mutually agree resources and to create social standard
conventionally positive relations, which, according to based on cooperation. In this case the stronger party
Niemec, "suppose indirect promise of love in exchange for should take care of emotional integration of the weaker
liabilities to act in accordance with expectations of the party which, according to E. L. Deci, "allows to
partner" [13]. In fact, upon creation of synchro-adapter investigate and to accumulate experience, rather than to
achievement of equilibrium takes place also due to suppress emotions" [14]. Herewith, emotional perception
residual impression about the stronger party, however, of its real state acts as the potential of choiceful behavior
this expectation is positive, which indirectly increases regulation.
competitiveness of the stronger party in the eyes of the It should be emphasized that in the course of
weaker one. Herewith, it is possible to speak about development the weaker party becomes really more
possibility of acquisition of positive net resources by the competitive and, hence, relative competitiveness of the
stronger party, that is, increase in its competitiveness in stronger party fairly decreases. However, synergetic
the eyes of society. effect of creation of such coalitional entity is significant

Application of syncro-adapter up to imitation of and can be profitable for both parties [5]. Herewith, social
image of "equal in force" within unchanged level of real standard based on cooperation assumes constant
proposal of the weaker party increase its competitiveness regulation of excessive resources, introduced by the
in social space. At that, relative competitiveness of the parties, mainly by the stronger party, which provides for
stronger party decreases to a certain extent: the more is equilibrium of the parties, thus, it is possible to speak
the decrease, the higher is the level of competitiveness about social gain as a result of development of the weaker
and imitated image. From this point of view appearance of party.
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It should be emphasized that the actor, who applies long-term character, this can influence both on the
adapter technologies, that is, unliterary introducing existing and on the future reputation. Therefore,
resources, is inclined to partial standardization application of adapter is related with the necessity to
(establishment of inviolability of own standards), which develop measures on neutralization of undesirable
sharply intensifies limitations on achievement of social consequences and requires for certain resource
standard profitable for both parties. expenditures, which makes it possible to suggest that its

It should be mentioned that within creation of creation is often unjustified in terms of resources.
synchro-adapter, oriented at technologies of cooperation, At the same time it is possible to state that, applying
partial standardization is unacceptable. If the stronger technology of adjustment of excessive resources with
party is inclined to standardization of its resource regard to demands of the partner, thus changing the
contribution, the situation can occur, when in the boundaries of his indifference zones, one of the party can
course of development the weaker party, realizing achieve increase in the level of its own competitiveness
non-equilibrium of resource contribution, would break and to provide for interaction success. At this, even at
social standard. In this case its real competitiveness is significant divergence in the force of the partners the
high and, hence, such breakage is unprofitable mainly for application of such technologies makes it possible to
the stronger party. approach maximally the point of complete compatibility, to

Nevertheless, it is exactly the application of achieve the most efficient interaction.
synchro-adapter that makes it possible to speak about
possibility of social gain. REFERENCES
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